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Good day all. I will continue with the second service with the inspired title ‘Fake it til
you make it’. We live in a world acclimatized to complaining, worrying, fretting,
stressing, over this and that and the other. It truly is like a virus, that when we are hit
with it really bad, it manifests from dis-ease in the mind, to dis-ease in the spirit to
dis-ease in the physical body. And the worse our condition of complaining,
worrying, fretting and stressing, the worse our state of dis-ease. In the chronic state it
spirals out of control, for the virus of complaining, worrying, fretting and stressing,
which has manifested as chronic dis-ease, causes us to “up the ante” and complain
and worry and fret and stress about the manifestation of the dis-ease. So our solution
to ridding our self of the dis-ease is to attack it with the energy of complaining,
worrying, fretting and stressing which created the very dis-ease. If a man or woman
should say “I have started a fire! Let me pour gasoline onto the fire. This will surely
extinguish the flames, for I have heard gasoline is good for fires.” This is the lie of the
evil one, who has conditioned mankind to pour gasoline onto their fires. He secretly
whispers, “Do nothing and the fire will spiral out of control! Pick up this weapon,
this powerful gasoline, and attack fire with fire!” And so the world does, attack fire
with fire, and is engulfed in more and more flames, in more and more complaining,
in more and more worrying, in more and more fretting, in more and more stressing,
in more and more dis-ease of the body, mind and spirit. And yet on the other side is
our Father in Heaven who sends His messengers of peace to teach the world to not
fight fire with fire, to turn the other cheek, to have faith in God, and not in the things
of this world, including the body, but to let the fire burn itself out by not adding
more fuel to the fire. And this dual message creates a “conflict of interest” ~ for we
truly believe in our heart that fighting fire with fire is the Way ~ yet we hear God
and His messengers tell us a different Way, an opposite Way, to give no energy to
the darkness of this world; to not fret over anything, to not complain over anything,
to not worry over anything, to not stress over anything … and replace it all with
faith. Faith is the great consumer of the hell fire of this world … yet we don’t trust
this message of God’s, not completely, and still attack fire with fire. So we must fake
it til we make it and resist the temptation to pick up the instrument of fear, the
instrument of darkness that the evil one whispers quietly in our ear. We must say to
all fires around us “You are nothing real. You have no power over me. My spirit is of
God’s and cannot be touched by the things of this world. You threaten to steal my
life, my fortune, my loved ones, and this and that of this world; but my spirit, which
is the only thing real in this world, is out of reach of you. I will be still in the flames,
which cannot touch me. I will be peace in the flames, which cannot burn me. I will be
love in the flames, which cannot consume me. I will be light in the flames, which
burns brighter than any flame of this world and beyond.” And here in this light, in
this message of the Father’s and His messengers to resist the darkness of fear, we
stand as a beacon of light, as the brightest flame on earth, to bring warmth and a new
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Way for humanity to give up the fight against darkness … for love will conquer all.
Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.

